What do you like about English?
In this video, the fans talk about what they like about English.
What do you like about English?
What do you not like about English?
Do you think English is difficult or easy?
Do you think English is important?
What adjectives would you use to describe English?
What adjectives would you use to describe your language?

What adjectives do the fans use?
Watch the video and write down an adjective that each fan uses to describe English. Now tell your classmate if you agree with what the fans said. Would you use any of these adjectives to describe your language?


Patricia said that English is great for tourism. In which jobs do you think it is important to speak English? Tell your teammate.

Speaking English
Look at the jobs below. When do you think these people would need to use English? Tell your teammate.

hotel receptionist    taxi driver    maths teacher
footballer           hotel receptionist  police officer
business person      shop assistant    doctor

Now try to practise short dialogues with your teammate. Student A is a tourist and Student B chooses from the list of jobs.

Writing practice
You work at an international hotel. An American tourist at the hotel has sent you an email asking for some information about your city. Write a short email about the things to do and see in your town or city.

Dear Sir/Madam
Thank you for your email. I am sure you will have a fantastic time in _______. There are many things to do and see here.
The first thing to see is.............

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

Best wishes,

What do you like about English?

Vocabulary
Universal
something that is done by everyone or available to everyone
Concise
something that is very clear and doesn’t use extra information
Simple
something that is very easy
Beautiful
something that is very attractive
Widespread
something that is used over a wide area
Extensive
something that is very complete
Worldwide
something that happens all over the world
Important
something that is serious and/or significant

In this video, the fans talk about football, culture, the English language and the Premier League.

Fans in Brazil: We asked football fans in Brazil to talk about football, culture, the English language and the Premier League.

What stadium is the best in the world?
Look for Fans > Fans in Brazil and give your opinion.

Speaking practice

Writing practice

Vocabulary

Join the debate

For more football and English visit www.britishcouncil.org/premierskillsenglish
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